
Montessori Day 16 -3K, 4K, 5K  

       
 Language  
  

 

Group 1 – a, m, s, t, g, r 

apple, mop, sun, top, gum, ring  
Group 2 –  b, o, x, c, n, j 
bat, octopus, box, cat, net, jack 
Group 3 – d, e, h, l, w 
dog, egg, hat, log, wig 
Group 4 – f, p, k, u, z 
fan, pig, kite, umbrella, zebra 
Group 5 – q, i, v, y 

queen, igloo, van, yoyo 

  

Watch and listen to the story:  Rabbit Ears  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42j__i-owjs  
Recall the details in the story.  What happened at the beginning?  (Hopscotch did not like his 
ears washed.)   in the middle (he did things to avoid getting his ears washed, he saw Bobtail 
washing his ears and he did too) at the end (he was able to stay the night with his cousin!)   
Reading Comprehension:   
3K- Talk about what happened in the story.  Discuss things you like and don’t like to do.  Do one 
thing that you don’t like to do, just to see, if like Hopscotch, you figure out it isn’t so bad!  
4K- (See 3k) Draw a picture of something that you and Hopscotch both like.  
5K- (See 3K) Create two lists.  On one heading put Things I Like on the other put Things I 
Don’t Like.  Write down five things on each list.  Look at the Don’t Like list.  Choose one thing 
and come up with three different ways that might help you change your mind. (Think about how 
Hopscotch changed his mind when his older cousin showed him how it didn’t bother 
him.)  (Parents it’s okay if your child uses inventive spelling!)  
  
 Oral Language/ Sound Work/ Sight Words:  
3k – (Same and Different)  Use this simple clapping rhyme to find things you don’t like (different) 
and things you both like (same)  “I like _________, You like __________ We both like 
__________, Yum, Yum Fun!”  
4K– Group 1 – letter sets – Have your child name the pictures only.  Turnover and let them try to 
remember the names.  Complete until they remember all, renaming if they forget. (If they don’t 
remember after a couple of rounds, stop and come back at another time.)  After they name all, 
introduce one letter at a time.  Make the shape of the letter and then say the sound that it 
makes (try not to say the name of the letter, only the sound it makes.) Do it three times and then 
have your child repeat.  Place the picture with the beginning sound under the letter. Do this with 
each remaining letter.  When finished, gather the pictures, mix up the letters and let your child 
find the match of the beginning sound. When finished, clean up and put the letters away. (If 
your child wants to do it again, that’s fine too!)  
5K – Use the alphabet letters and the following pictures:  bat, cat, dog, log, net, van, top.  Place 
the letters in abc order.  Use the pictures listed above.  Spell each picture/word one at a time 
using the letters.  Write down each word after you build it on a piece of paper.  Write simple 
sentences with the words after you build them - “I like the dog. Or I see a log.”) (Remember to 
use spaces, capital letter at the beginning and names, and end with punctuation.)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42j__i-owjs


  
Math  

Sensorial  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Find 100 objects, categorize them into groups of 10, count by 10’s to 100.  
  
3K, 4K, 5K- make patterns using objects you have at home (noodles, erasers, coins, etc.)  
3K- make AB patterns ( 1 goldfish cracker, 1 gummy, 1 goldfish, 1 gummy, repeat) Have your 
child tell you the pattern.  
4K- make an ABC pattern   
5K- make an AABB, AABBC pattern  
  
Shapes:  
3K ,4K, 5K – Review the shapes you’ve been learning over the last few weeks.  Find 3D an 2D 
shapes around the house, make a scavenger hunt if you’d like.   
  
  



  
  

Cultural  

Science:  Easter/Rabbits  
Use this link to access the 
lesson. https//classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Go to the wee 1, day 1 lesson and click Rabbits. Ask your child if he/she thinks this book is fiction 
(pretend) or nonfiction (tells true things) before reading the book. After reading, play Fact or 
Fiction with your child (tab at left of books). Have your child tell you three facts he/she learned 
about rabbits then draw a picture matching one or more facts about rabbits. Kindergarten 
students should write one fact and draw a picture to match.  
  
  
Social Studies:  
Sing this song to the tune of “Yankee Doodle”  
Holidays are Special Days  
  
Holidays are special days  
When families get together.  
 These are times we share good food  
In any kind of weather!  
  
There are times to have parades  
Or have a celebration.   
There are times to think about   
Great people in our nation!  
  
Make a list of holidays your family celebrates. ( Fourth of July, Labor Day, Halloween, 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years...)What holiday will you be celebrating soon? (Passover, 
Easter, Cinco de Mayo) Look at a calendar. Show your child which months have holidays that 
your family celebrates.  
Have your child draw a picture of his/her favorite holiday.  
  
  
  

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html


  
                                Practical Life  

Food Prep:   
What do bunny rabbits eat?  They are very healthy eaters.  They love green things like kale, 
lettuce, spinach and collards.  They also like tomatoes, peppers, and carrots.  Strawberries 
and an apple are yummy for them too. Look in your fridge what do you see that a bunny would 
eat.  Take out the things you think are yummy for a bunny and ask an adult if you can make a 
salad with them.  Have an adult help you cut up your greens and fruits that you have chosen.  
Serve your yummy bunny salad to your family.   
Art:  

Look at this painting by Sir Henry Raeburn RA, it is called Boy and Rabbit.  It was painted 
in Scotland in 1814.  Scotland is in Europe.  How do you think the boy feels about this 
rabbit?  Do you think it is a whild rabbit or a tame rabbit?  Why do you think the painter 
panted this painting?  Draw or paint you own picture of a pet you love.  

  
  

 

 

 



Montessori Day 17 -3K, 4K, 5K  

        
Language  

Watch and listen to the story Zomo the Rabbit ,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-
gdTnHISn0  
Recall details of the story.  This type of story is another African tale, like the one that we heard 
when the puppeteer came to (Brockman)our school and told about how fire came to the 
earth.  Zomo the rabbit wanted wisdom – (he wanted to be wise.) The sky god 
said that Zomo had lots of courage, a little bit of sense, and no caution (he didn’t think about 
what could happen).  In the end, the sky god’s wisdom was for Zomo to run real fast when he 
saw the animals again, and now he is really fast!   
Reading Comprehension:   
3K – Talk about events that happened in the story.  Did you have a favorite part?  Can you act 
it out?    
4K – What was your favorite part of the story?  Act it out or draw it on a piece of paper.  
5K- The main character of the story was a rabbit.  Create another animal character for 
the story.  Draw the animal and write about what it would want instead of wisdom – to be 
super strong, to be able to fly, etc. “My animal character is a/an  _____________.  It would 
ask for ___________.”  
  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K – Take a color walk. Name the color and the item.  Can you add another descriptive word? 
“A soft, yellow rug”  
4K – Repeat lesson from Day 16. If your child was able to match – let them practice on their 
own. Observe to see if they can match them independently. If unable, have them rename 
pictures, and then just trace letters and say sounds to help with remembering.  They can then 
point to the letter and say “a, a – apple" etc., Clean up and put away.  
5K- Repeat lesson from Day 16.  Today, use two words in one simple sentence. “ I see a dog 
on a log.”  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-gdTnHISn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-gdTnHISn0


  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
3K- Play the knock, knock game with number cards 1-10, take out the numbers that the child 
knows after the first round, and play again helping them say and identify the numbers they 
are still learning. Tell them the correct name if they say another name or no name at all. Have 
them use their finger to trace over the number as they say it.  
4K-  show the golden unit ( 1 bead) bead, say “This is one unit”,  show the golden ten bar say 
“This is a ten bar”  
Show the golden 100 square and say “This is a 100 square” Show the golden 1,000 cube and 
say “This is a 1,000 cube. Have the child repeat each phrase after you.  
then lay them all out from the smallest (unit bead) on the right to the largest (1,000 cube) on 
the left. Ask “Where is the unit bead?...10 bar?...100 square?...1,000 cube? Then pick one up 
and say “What is this? And continue until all 4 are identified. If the child cannot recall or says 
the wrong thing, just say what it is and move on.  (Adults, pat yourself on the back, you’ve just 
done a Montessori 3 period lesson with a 4 year old!! Yay for you!)   
5K- Same as the 4K lesson, this time add the numeral cards that correspond Example: 1 unit 
bead goes with the green 1 number card, 10 bar goes with the blue 10 number card, 100 
square goes with red 100 number, and 1,000 cube goes with green 1,000 number card. Now, 
mix the numerals up and have the child place them under the correct bead (s).   



  
  

Cultural  

Science: Easter/Rabbits  
Use this link to access the 
lesson.  https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Go to the week 1, day 1 lesson. Watch the video Rabbit Roundup. Talk about what facts they 
heard. Take the Whiz Quiz. Go outside and do the activity How Many Jumps? found on the 
page in the link.  
  
Social Studies:  
Sing “Holidays are Special Days” from day 16.  
Go to http://www.rcsd1.org  
Go to Student Resources. Click on Book Flix.  
Enter username and password as   
RCSD2008  
Go to Celebrations and Listen to and read the book Easter. Then listen to and read Max’s 
Chocolate Chicken. Play all three games on the side of the site.  
  

  
                                Practical Life  

Yard work:  
You love dandelions, and so do I, and so do the wild bunnies.  Yes, there are wild bunnies 
running around your neighborhood!  Dandelions though, are considered weeds.  They will 
overtake your lawn if you let them.  Ask an adult if you can help weed your yard.  Look 
for dandelions and dig them out of the ground using a hand trowel or hand weeder.  Leave 
the piles of dandelions in a place some bunnies can find them.  

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html
http://www.rcsd1.org/


  
Art:  
A Hare in the Forest. Oil on panel, circa 1585 by Hans Hoffmann. Hans Hoffmann was 
a German artist from Germany which is Europe.  Look at the details in this painting. Do you 
see a Dandelion?  What other living creatures can you find?  Can you draw a picture with the 
same number of living things?  

  



Montessori Day 18 -3K, 4K, 5K  

        
Language  

Watch and listen to the story Moon 
Rabbit    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRG6xRpSrUc  
Recall details of the story. What happened at the beginning of the story (little rabbit was all 
by herself and wished for a friend) the middle (found a rabbit friend in the park) the end (went 
back home and brown rabbit came to visit.)  
Reading Comprehension:   
3K, 4K, and 5K – Little Rabbit wished for a friend and found one with Brown 
Rabbit.  Right now we are missing our friends.  Talk about who you are missing right now.  
3k, 4K – Draw a picture with you and your friends. (Parents post the pictures on Class Tag or 
send to your teacher.)  
5K- Draw a picture and write a letter (or more) to a friend you miss in the classroom. (Parents 
send a picture to your child’s teacher, so they can send it to their friends!)   
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K – Rhyming – take a walk and find things to rhyme that are in nature. (leaf-beef, tree-bee, 
etc.)  
4K – Group 1 letters – Have child match letters and pictures.  Bring the letter a and t in front 
of the child. Say “at” - put the letter b in front to form the word b- at.  You say it and have 
child repeat it.  switch with letter m.  See if your child can sound it out. Then s.  make “am” 
put an s for Sam, a t for tam (a Scottish hat).  Make “ab” put a t in front for tab.  You can also 
make nonsense words to sound out! (They don’t have to master this task – it's just exposure.)  
5K- Use the alphabet letters and the pictures (fan, van, pig, wig). Build those words and write 
down after each build.  Find other words that rhyme with those words.  Write them down.  
  

  
Math  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
Review: numbers, teen numbers, and addition with bead bars  
3K- continue working with numbers and counting objects.   
4K- Use the 10 beads sheet and the colored beads sheet with the teen number sheet. Count a 
10 bead with a color bead and find the correct numeral to put beside the beads. Put them in 
order from 11-19.  
5K- Do the 4K counting and then write the addition equation. Example: 10 + 1= 11, 10+2=12, 
etc.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRG6xRpSrUc


  

  
  
Sensorial  

  
Shapes  
Play the “What’s Missing” Game- have your child close his/her eyes and hide one behind your 
back and have them guess which one was missing. Let them have a turn to hide them. Do this 
so all three objects have been identified.  

  
  

Cultural  

Science: Easter/Rabbits  
Tell your child that Beatrix Potter used personification in her story Peter Rabbit. Explain that 
personification is when an author makes an object or animal act like a person would. Tell 
them to look for personification in the story. Watch Peter Rabbit at this link.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fErRjperZiM  
After watching ask your child if it was fiction or nonfiction and why. As a part of the why make 
sure to discuss how Beatrix Potter used personification in her story.  
  
Social Studies:  
Yesterday we read about Easter. Some families celebrate Passover. Some families celebrate 
spring by planting gardens, putting out bird feeders.  
In the spring we think about Spring, Passover, Easter and new life. Does your family have a 
spring tradition?  
What are some activities you can do in the spring?  
Discuss it and draw a picture of your family’s tradition.  
  
  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fErRjperZiM


  
                                Practical Life  

Yard work:  
Bunnies live in burrows underground.  They use their front paws to dig.  They love to create 
tunnels underground.  Can you dig?  Ask an adult if you can and where you can dig a hole in 
the yard.  Try digging with your hands first.  Is it hard?  Then use a garden trowel.  Is that 
easier?  Take a picture of your bunny hole and send it to your teacher.  
Art:  
Beatrix Potter is a very famous illustrator of children’s stories.  She lived in England, in 
Europe.  She learned to draw animals by observing them very closely and practicing every 
day.  When she got very good at drawing bunnies in real life, she got creative and began to 
draw them clothed, doing everyday human activities.  Can you draw some bunnies doing 
everyday human activities?  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Montessori Day 19 -3K, 4K, 5K  

 
      
 Language  

  

Watch and listen to the story Rabbit’s Gift,    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXxgpdFnw7w  
Recall details of the story. In this telling of events story, Rabbit shares a gift that starts a chain of others 
sharing. In the end, they all share the gift!   
Reading Comprehension:   
3K, 4K, 5K – Thinking of others is using your kind heart.  Talk about what you can share today with a 
neighbor or a family member? Find a way to share today.  
4K – Draw a picture of how/or what you will share today.  Write down what your child says they will 
share.  
5K-  Think of three ways/things you can share today. Write them out and check off when you complete. “ 
Today I will share my ____________.  (three times) (smile, laughter, cookies, etc.)  
  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K, 4k, 5k – Memorize the poem “A Kind Friend”  
4K –(See day 18.) Practice creating the new words with Group 1 letters.  
5K- (See day 18) Repeat lesson. Build the words for “wig, pig, fan, van.” Write 5 simple sentences with 2 
words each in one sentence.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXxgpdFnw7w


  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
Review: Numeral Cards, 10 Frame building, and Subtraction with a 10 frame  
3K- Count numbers 1-5 or 1-10, turn over the cards and play the “knock, knock” game...Say “knock, knock, 
which number?” then turn over a number card and say the number.  
4K- Use the 10 frame and have your child put one object in each square to make 10.   
5K- Use the ten frames together to make subtraction equations.   
Put a few objects on a frame and write the number, then take a few away and find the answer. Use these 
words: “We had 5 beads (put 5 on the frame) and then we took away 3 (take 3 off the frame), then ask 
How many are left?”  
  

  
  

Science: Easter/Rabbits  
Sign into Kidsa-z.com (put in your teacher’s username). Go to assignments on your child’s dashboard and 
listen to the book The Rabbit. Ask how the girl learned how to take care of her pet (from a book). If your 
child has trouble answering, go back and look at page 8 of the story. Listen to the story again if 
needed. Discuss some of the ways the girl cared for her rabbit. To finish use the rabbit worksheet to label 
the rabbit. Read one word at a time from the word bank at the bottom of the sheet. Kindergarteners can 
write the words in the box copying from the word bank. For younger students, have them point to the 
rabbit body part as you say one word at a time then you write the word for them in the corresponding 
box. Then they can color the rabbit. Remind them that this is a nonfiction picture teaching us real things 
about rabbits so they should color it to look as real as possible (not purple or green). As an extra they 
can make a pretend rabbit of any color on another sheet of paper or on the back of the paper if they 
wish.  
 
 
 



Cultural  

Social Studies:  
Go outside and walk around your yard. Do you see any hills? If you have a sandbox, make a hill with sand. 
What is the highest part of your yard? What is the lowest part? If your parents have a compass on their 
phone find out which direction North, south, east and west are in your yard.  
Play a game where you move to the north, south east or west depending on what your parent tells you.  
Example: Take 10 steps to the north. Take 20 steps to the east. Take two jumps to the south. Have fun 
and wash your hands when you go inside.  
  
  

  
                                  
Practical Life  

Do you have a pet at home?  What pets do you have?  How do you take care of them?  Send your teacher 
a picture of you taking care of your pet.  Vow to help take care of your pet every single day.  Make a list of 
all the pet jobs that need to be done by you, so you don’t forget.  
  
Art:  
Look at this Japanese print by Kawanabe Kyosai, called Wild Rabbits from the late 19th Century.  Do you 
think these are wild rabbits or tame rabbits?  Do they look healthy and happy?  Can you try to make a 
picture inspired by this art using black lines?  
  

  

 

 



Montessori Day 20 -3K, 4K, 5K  

 
      
 Language  

_____ Let your child choose their favorite book for you to read to them.  Recall the details of the story.  
What happened at the beginning of the story, the middle, the end?  
  
Reading Comprehension:   
Create a simple puppet of the character(s) in the story. (Use socks or paper cut outs.)  Let your child retell 
the story using the puppets.  
  
Oral Language  
3k ,4K, 5K –Sing and act out “Here comes Peter 
Cottontail”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7UXYvRRZFc  
Bounce along with the song!  
  

  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
Review: Patterns  
3K , 4K, 5K- make patterns using objects you have at home (noodles, erasers, coins, etc.)  
3K- make AB, ABC patterns ( 1 goldfish cracker, 1 gummy, 1 goldfish, 1 gummy, repeat) Have your child 
tell you the pattern.  
4K- make an ABC, AABB pattern  
5K- make an AABB, AABBCC  pattern  
  
REview Shapes:  
3K ,4K, 5K – Review the shapes you’ve been learning over the last few weeks.  Find 3D an 2D shapes 
around the house, make a scavenger hunt if you’d like.   
  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7UXYvRRZFc


  
  

Cultural  

Science: Easter/Rabbits  
Sign into Kidsa-z.com (put in your teacher’s username). Click assignments on your child’s dashboard and 
read Rabbits. Then Read I Draw a Bunny. Next find the worksheets (in the packet or print them) to make 
the paper book Rabbits. Have your child color and complete the pages. Then cut the pages apart and 
staple into a book. If you do not have a stapler at home have your child brainstorm ideas with you on how 
to bind the pages and choose the best solution (use tape, glue them, fold the edges together, etc). Read 
the book together and talk about what he/she has learned about Rabbits this week.  
Social Studies:  
Make a card for someone you have been missing. You may want to mail it or electronically send a picture 
of it to your friend. I know we are all missing being together at school.  
Make a list of the people you have been missing.   
  
  

  
                                  
Practical Life  

Practical life:  
Ask an adult to help you boil some eggs.  
Art:  
Gather everything you need to dye eggs:  

Mix 1/2 cup boiling water, 1 teaspoon vinegar and 10 to 20 drops food color in a cup to achieve 
desired colors. Repeat for each color. Dip hard-cooked eggs in dye for about 5 minutes. Use a 
slotted spoon, wire egg holder or tongs to add and remove eggs from dye.  
 You can use rubber bands and crayons to help make decorative patterns on your eggs. Get 
creative!  Send a picture to your teacher!!  
  
  

 


